Unexpected overestimation of methotrexate plasma concentrations: analysis of a single center pediatric population.
At this center, therapeutic drug monitoring of methotrexate (MTX) used to be performed by fluorescence polarization immunoassay (FPIA). We observed an increasing number of unusual high MTX concentrations at 48 and 72 hours during a couple of years. This study aimed to identify the causes of this variation. A retrospective analysis was conducted on 272 patients hospitalized between January 2008 and October 2012. The whole MTX use system was analyzed using Ishikawa's method. The proportion of MTX concentrations ≤0.2 μmole/L at 48 (P48h) and 72 hours (P72h) was recorded and compared between both FPIA and EMITSiemens assays. A χ or a Fisher exact test was used (α = 0.05). Because of an announced withdrawal of the FPIA reagent, the method was switched in 2009 to an immunoenzymatic technique (EMITSiemens). Both P48h and P72h dropped significantly after 2009 (P48h: 45% versus 5% and P72h: 91% versus 47%; P < 0.0001). The replacement of the EMITSiemens reagent by the EMITARK Diagnostics reagent in 2012 led to an increase in both P48h and P72h. No significant difference was found in the proportions of MTX ≤0.2 μmole/L concentrations between FPIA and EMITARK Diagnostics at 48 (45% and 40%; P = 0.556) and 72 hours (91% and 100%; P = 0.231). Both internal and external quality control assessments gave regular satisfactory results during the study period. Furthermore, the interassay comparisons that were performed with internal quality controls and spiked serum samples showed similar results at the time of both shifts. The other changes observed in the MTX circuit were not associated with MTX concentration variations. The overestimation of the plasma concentration of MTX was concluded to be because of the assay reagent. A further study is consequently necessary to assess the impact of this analytical pitfall on the patients' survival.